The high performance marque
In blends or 100% Trevira, as attractive as in nature

(\textit{In perfect harmony, like Trevira Perform})

The high performance marque
Basis for long-lasting, functional and prestigious, low-pill fabrics. In blends or by itself, the perfect balance between looks and comfort.

INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
Trevira Perform is the base for long lasting low-pill, functional and prestigious fabrics. Fabrics, costumes, suits and trousers look outstanding, because they are capable of so much. They always retain their shape, are easy care, low-pill, hardwearing and crease resistant. Trevira Perform blends in everywhere: with wool and viscose, linen and cotton, with silk and naturally used on its own in 100% Trevira. Its feel, looks and flow can always be precisely controlled.

The positive pilling characteristics of Trevira Perform

The RTPT (Random Tumble Pilling Test) to DIN 53 867 shows Trevira Perform in comparison with normal fibres.

FINE FOR DESIGN
Even the best names cannot escape any more: top designers are using Trevira Perform in their collections. This is because the fabrics contain special high-tech fibres that simply do not permit pilling to start, thanks to the modifications made at the molecular stage.

In menswear
\begin{itemize}
\item ideal for that feeling of well-being
\item low-pill and good handle
\item dimensionally stable
\end{itemize}

In ladies outerwear
\begin{itemize}
\item well-being and comfort
\item perfect for care
\item hardwearing and light
\end{itemize}

Pilling? develops during use and quickly makes garments unsightly.

Trevira Perform resists pilling, without the necessity for an additional finish.
PLEASANTLY ELASTIC

Elastomeric fibres are present everywhere, but their extreme stretch properties get out of control, if they are not reined in by other textile fibres. Trevira Perform is the perfect partner for Stretch.

In corporate wear
◆ good looking over long periods
◆ comfortable to wear at work
◆ ideal for keeping clean

In active and sportswear
◆ ideal for sports fashion
◆ breathable
◆ moisture regulating

CREASES DROP OUT PRACTICALLY BY THEMSELVES

The Crumple Test shows how Trevira Perform remains naturally smooth. Even in hot and wet conditions, it is ideal for blending with natural fibres, which can otherwise crease noticeably.

Proof in quick time. Trevira Perform smoothes out naturally.
QUALITY WITH CERTAINTY

Trevira is the most important manufacturer of polyester fibres in Europe and, at the same time, the only one to offer the complete range from polymer to fibres and texturised filament yarns. This provides the decisive synergic advantage reflected in textile expertise in the further processing of apparel and home textiles, and technical products.

Trevira is also so successful with Perform and other marques because the high outlay on research, product development and service benefits the customer directly. Furthermore, the monitored trademark contracts guarantee quality without compromise.